A Global Method for Non-Rigid Registration of Cell Nuclei in Live Cell Time-Lapse Images.
Non-rigid registration of cell nuclei in time-lapse microscopy images can be achieved through estimating the deformation fields using optical flow methods. In contrast to local optical flow models employed in the existing non-rigid registration methods, we introduce approaches based on a global optical flow model. Our registration model consists of a data fidelity term and a regularization term. We compared different regularizers for the deformation fields and found that a convex quadratic function is more suitable than non-convex ones. To improve the robustness, we propose an adaptive weighting scheme based on the statistics of the noise in fluorescence microscopy images as well as a combined local-global scheme. Moreover, we extend the global method by exploiting high-order image features. The best suitable high-order features are determined through learning two generative image models, namely, fields of experts and convolutional Gaussian restricted Boltzmann machine, whose model formulations are both consistent with the assumption of high-order feature constancy in the registration model. Using multiple data sets of real 2D and 3D live cell microscopy image sequences as well as synthetic image data, we demonstrate that our proposed approach outperforms the previous methods in terms of both registration accuracy and computational efficiency.